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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to provide a holistic review of two decades of research
advancement in the indoor environmental quality modelling and indexing field (IEQMI) using
bibliometric analysis methods. The explicit objectives of the present study are: (1) identifying
researchers, institutions, countries (territories), and journals with the most influence in the IEQMI
topic; (2) investigating the hot topics in the IEQMI field; and (3) thematically analysing the keyword
evolution in the IEQMI field. A scientometric review was conducted using the bibliometric data of
456 IEQMI research articles published in the past two decades. VOSviewer software was employed
for bibliometric analysis, and the SciMAT tool was used to investigate the keywords’ thematic
evolution in three sub-periods (2004–2009; 2010–2015; 2016–2021). Results show that there is a
continuous increment in the number of published papers in the field of IEQMI, and 60 out of
193 countries in the world have been involved in IEQMI studies. The IEQMI research mainly focuses
on: (a) thermal comfort and energy efficiency; (b) occupant satisfaction and comfort; (c) IAQ and
health issues; (d) methods and procedures. This field has undergone significant evolution. While
‘indoor environmental quality was initially the only theme in the first period’, ‘occupant satisfaction’,
‘buildings’, ‘impact’, ‘building information modelling’, and ‘health’ were added as the main thematic
areas in the second period; ‘occupant behaviour’ and ‘energy’ were novel themes in IEQMI studies
receiving much attention in the third period.

Keywords: indoor environmental quality; analytical model; occupant satisfaction; energy efficiency;
bibliometric analysis; scientometric review

1. Introduction

Although most human lives are spent indoors [1], the concept of indoor environmental
quality (IEQ) is relatively new. IEQ concerns the performance of buildings from the
occupants’ perspective and includes but is not limited to thermal comfort, indoor air quality
(IAQ), lighting, and acoustics [2]. Previous studies have revealed that improving the indoor
environment comes with financial benefits, including productivity improvement [3] and
lower energy consumption [4]. A massive amount of current business expenses is related
to employees’ salaries. Based on the Property Council of Australia report, a 1% increase in
office productivity is equal to the entire building’s energy cost [4].

Assessing buildings’ IEQ performance demands a summative index, generally a
numerical score or rating, that combines the building performance in various IEQ aspects
and provides a numerical gauging summary of the discrete IEQ factor performance data [5].
This is commonly called the ‘IEQ model’. The research that defines an IEQ model can
be traced back to the 1990s. As of 2000, a comprehensive IEQ assessment started with
the energy performance, indoor air quality, and retrofit (EPIQR) project in Europe with
long-term measurement [6] and surveys [7].

Given the vital role IEQ plays in influencing occupant health, comfort, and productiv-
ity, the IEQ research area has been gaining popularity in recent decades. Multiple literature
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review papers have been published to synthesise current knowledge. The focus of some
review papers was the influence of the indoor environment on occupants’ health and
well-being [8,9], productivity [10], or comfort [11,12].

Different research groups around the world are researching on IEQ issues [13,14].
In the past two decades, IEQ factors were mostly reviewed separately. Thermal com-
fort [15–18] and IAQ [19–22] received more attention than visual comfort [23–25] and
acoustic comfort [26–28].

Reviewing recent building control and thermal comfort studies, Park and Nagy [15]
mentioned that building control systems concentrate mainly on saving energy rather
than incorporating thermal comfort requirements. Enescu [16] discussed thermal comfort
models developed to select strategies for controlling indoor environments. The parameters
and characteristics of thermal comfort models were reviewed based on fuzzy controllers,
auto-regressive variants, artificial neural networks, and hybrid models.

Sundell et al.’s [21] literature review denoted low ventilation rate in buildings as one
of the causes of building-related sicknesses. Sick building syndrome (SBS) symptoms
are reduced in offices with higher ventilation rates up to about 25 L/s per occupant.
Tham [19] found that airborne infection, indoor chemistry, and their impacts on occupant
performance were emerging topics in IAQ. The study by Todorovic and Kim [24] examined
the performance prediction and validation of healthy building daylighting dynamic control.
They introduced control of windows’ transmittance based on the solar radiation wavelength
as a solution for optimising daylight and energy efficiency in buildings. Aries et al. [23]
found a statistically significant relationship between sunlight and health consequences.
On the other hand, Reinten [28] mentioned that it is essential to distinguish between the
effects of sound on occupant performance and the effects of space acoustics on the sound
environment. If the distinction is not made, the role of room acoustics will be overestimated.

While these critical reviews have advanced knowledge in the IEQ sector, they mainly
focused on specific aspects of IEQ and lacked a holistic view or a ‘big picture’ of IEQ
research. They were also mainly based on individual authors’ or research groups’ judg-
ment [29], therefore one could not examine the network between scholars, regions, key-
words, and articles [30].

One of the main reasons for the lack of a holistic literature review of IEQ modelling and
indexing (IEQMI) is the rapid research growth in this topic. Fast-paced development in this
field has outstripped the opportunity to include multiple facets of IEQMI in one manual
review paper. A scientometric analysis can address the previous reviews’ fundamental
limitations. Statistical analysis and interpretation of the relationships among scientific
papers on a particular topic are the basis of a scientometric review. Statistical indexes could
reveal emerging trends and research patterns. Analysing the literature quantitatively and
comprehensively can generate beneficial information and provide a wide-ranging view on
a specific topic and its current status. Moreover, scientometric analysis can identify the
current research interests and emerging topics for future development [31]. Specifically,
scientometric analysis can identify the time periods in which a specific research theme
occurred, the themes that were heavily studied, and the evolvement of various themes.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no scientometric review paper in the IEQMI field
has been published until now. Therefore, the current paper can fill this gap by delivering
an all-inclusive overview of research advances in the field of IEQMI. The main research
objectives are to: (1) identify the researchers, institutes, journals, and countries that are
most influential in this topic; (2) identify the primary research themes in the IEQMI field;
and (3) evaluate the thematic evolution of IEQMI topics.

The structure of this research can be divided into five sections. Section 2 presents the
method applied for database development and the software used in the study. Section 3
analyses the retrieved research papers based on scientometric analysis to demonstrate the
literature’s themes, keywords, contributing countries, and institutions. Section 4 represents
the discussion of major topics found in the IEQMI field and Section 5 delivers the conclusion
and future development paths.
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2. Methodology

It is challenging to manually review all the studies relevant to the IEQ modelling
and indexing field. We benefited from bibliographical data (keywords, authors, citations)
using VOSviewer text-mining software to create bibliometric maps [30,32]. Then, SciMAT
software is applied to explore the development of keywords in three evolution stages.

2.1. Data Collection

The selected database significantly affects the results in scientometric reviews [32].
Some well-known bibliometric resources are available for data retrieval, namely Web of
Science (WoS), Scopus, ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar [33]. The WoS is one of the
most frequently used resources for performing scientometric analysis and covers more
than 34,000 journals [33]. Therefore, the bibliographic database of WoS was selected for
collecting the relevant papers. Figure 1 illustrates the steps to develop the database used in
this study. Keywords were inserted into the WoS search engine applying the TITLE-ABS-
KEY as follows: (IEQ OR ‘indoor environmental quality’) AND (weighting OR index* OR
model*). Related words (like indexing or modelling) were included in the search results by
adding ‘*’ sign at the end of individual words.

Figure 1. Database development approach.
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This search returned 869 documents, including 707 articles, 155 proceeding conferences,
47 review articles, 11 early access, 3 editorial materials, 2 book chapters and 1 data paper.
Four filters were applied to eliminate publications unrelated to the scope of this review.

(1) Publications from the past two decades were considered to investigate improving
methods used for indexing IEQ in buildings.

(2) Subject area was restricted to engineering, environmental science, energy, decision-
making, and computer science. Fields like business and medicine were excluded from
the study.

(3) Non-English publications were removed as they could not be reviewed.
(4) Source type was limited to journal articles and peer-reviewed conference papers.
As a result, 484 documents have been recovered after initial filtration. Afterwards,

the abstracts of recovered papers were screened to check that only publications meeting
the scope of this review were extracted for scientometric analyses. As a result, 456 articles
remained for analysis.

2.2. Data Analysis Using VOSviewer

Over the past 20 years, more than 10 software types have been developed to ease
scientific mapping and analysis [34,35]. Although there were some minor differences, the
mutual goal of these tools was to unwrap the complex relationships existing among inputs
in research disciplines (e.g., keywords, documents, journals, authors, countries, references)
and illustrate interlinked associations in a simple style [34].

As previously stated, the main objective of this study is to identify authors, journals
and countries with the utmost influence in the IEQMI field. To this end, the information
of filtered publications (title, abstract, publication year, author, citation) was collected and
inserted into VOSviewer for processing.

As a commonly employed software program to study and visualise bibliometric net-
works, VOSviewer software (v.1.6.16) has been used in this research. VOSviewer stands for
Visualisation of Similarity Viewer, and it was first developed by Van Eck and Waltman [36].
VOSviewer has four main functions: (1) adding the paper information, (2) determining
terms co-occurrence, (3) discovering the citation links among papers, and (4) visualising
the terms by clustering them based on co-occurrences.

The selection of VOSviewer is suitable for scientometric review due to its potential to
conduct co-occurrence analysis. Thus, main topics and critical research clusters related to
the IEQMI field can be discovered.

Two analysis methods were employed to generate the results. A keyword analysis
was used to study the historical progress and latest trends. Citation analysis was also
considered to investigate the research interaction in the body of knowledge in the IEQMI
field. Both methods are briefly described in the following section.

2.2.1. Keyword Analysis Using VOSviewer

A keyword analysis can be used to investigate articles indexing in databases and reveal
the research publications’ theme. Therefore, mapping all used keywords in publications
can provide the study domain’s holistic and rational knowledge map. The keywords
included in the title and abstract of selected papers were collected to achieve a scientific
landscape. Only the most engaging keywords were extracted by filtering keywords with at
least 10 occurrences. Most related keywords were selected using VOSviewer’s text-mining
function [36].

Subsequently, repetitive words (in singular or plural formats, an abbreviation or full
name) were combined with a pre-defined thesaurus file. VOSviewer created a co-occurrence
map based on the filtered keywords and clustered mentioned keywords considering the co-
occurrences. Based on the keywords observed, the clusters were labelled to compare further.
Subsequently, the scientific landscape of IEQMI is generated. In clustering mapping, the
colour and size of a unique circle represent the cluster type and occurrence frequency of a
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single keyword, respectively. The distance between them shows the relative co-occurrence
of the two keywords.

2.2.2. Citation Analysis Applying VOSviewer

All publications’ citations were analysed to find the interaction in IEQMI research.
The mentioned analysis demonstrates quantitative interactions of publications. VOSviewer
extracted the citation information to visualise the relationship network.

Based on the bibliographic data of VOSviewer, the trends of research in IEQMI studies
have been evaluated in this section. The evaluation includes active countries and regions,
prominent journals covering the research, major involved universities and institutions,
contribution of authors, citation of critical papers, and high-frequency keywords.

2.3. SciMAT

Thematic evolution analysis investigates the changes and advancement of a research
field in different periods. This approach results in a comprehensive understanding of
progression trends in a particular area [35]. A research team at the University of Granada,
Spain developed the SciMAT software in 2012 as an open-source scientific mapping tool.

SciMAT unites the advantages of different scientific mapping tools by conducting
data pre-processing, construction of a knowledge matrix network, record clustering, and
mapping production.

Four kinds of maps can be obtained by SciMAT: strategic diagrams, cluster network
maps, evolution maps, and overlapping-items graphs. Two later maps were included in
this study to investigate the keyword evolution in the IEQMI field.

2.3.1. Overlay Graph

The overlay graph can evaluate the level of stability between two sequent periods
(see Figure 2). The numbers printed inside the circles specify the numbers of keywords
included in the subject during the study period. The number over the horizontal arrow
represents the shared keywords between periods. The ‘stability index’ is demonstrated
in the parentheses. Moreover, the exit arrow illustrates the number of keywords existing
in the first period that were not considered in the next one. The entry arrow shows the
quantity of newly occurred keywords that are purely present in the later period.

Figure 2. Overlay graph.

2.3.2. Evolution Map

The primary use of an evolution map is to demonstrate the thematic development
of a subject over different periods [33]. Evolving from theme 1, themes 1′ and 1′ ′ were
developed over two sequential periods (Figure 3). The development that happened on the
theme of theme 2′ from theme 2 is shown in Figure 3. Moreover, theme 3 development was
terminated in the first period, and theme 4 began evolving in the second period. The sizes
of nodes in each stage are denoted by the number of documents within each theme. The
thickness of the lines indicates the robustness associated with the two clusters. Additionally,
connecting line thickness determines the similarity of keywords shared between themes
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over time. Finally, the solid lines show that themes have important analysis units, while
the dashed line demonstrates otherwise.

Figure 3. Evolution map.

3. Results

Applying the method presented in Section 2.1, we extracted 456 papers in the IEQMI
field and analysed them bibliometrically. VOSviewer software was used to investigate
publication trends in IEQMI (bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis, and co-occurrence
analysis). Afterwards, the results of the evolutionary analysis of the IEQMI concept using
SciMAT software were reported in Section 3.8.

3.1. Publication Trends

Figure 4 illustrates the original and review papers published between 2004 and 2021.
Overall, a constant annual increase in the publication is apparent. Publication growth has
been more considerable in recent years, as the published papers after 2019 equal 53.4% of
all published studies in this area.

While researchers have continuously published their IEQMI-related research outcomes
in the past two decades, there was no paper reviewing the IEQMI field before 2013. The
studied period in this research is divided into three periods. The first one is between 2004
and 2009. In this period, a few research papers were published, and the concept of IEQMI
was propounded [37,38]. The second period started in 2010, in which a few advanced mod-
els were developed for modelling IEQ [39,40]. The last period from 2016–2021 witnessed
more complex methods developed for IEQMI [41,42].

3.2. Analysis of High-Frequency Keywords

Keywords demonstrate the subjects of a paper and help clarify the primary research
scope. Therefore, keywords included in the database were also analysed by VOSviewer
to determine the frequent keywords and their relationships. The frequency threshold of
keywords was 10, and 55 out of 2244 keywords remained after the filtration and were used
for the keyword analysis (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Published original and review papers in the IEQMI field.

Figure 5. High-frequency keywords network.

The core keywords of the IEQMI field are ‘Productivity’, ‘Thermal comfort’ and ‘IEQ’.
Several important research topics attracting extensive attention are indicated in Figure 5.
They can be clustered into four major themes, namely (a) thermal comfort and energy
efficiency, (b) occupant satisfaction and comfort, (c) IAQ and health issues, (d) methods
and procedures.

The relationships among high-frequency keywords are illustrated in Figure 6. Study-
ing this trend helps one to understand the popular topics in the IEQMI field, and possible
gaps can be determined. The circle colours in Figure 6 show the time slots in which the key-
word was used in papers. Darker circles show high-frequency keywords in early periods.
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The three dashed brown lines indicate the trend of frequent keywords in the study period.
For instance, the SBS’s circle (in the right of Figure 6) has a dark colour. By checking the
legend, it is understood that this keyword mostly appeared around 2016, implying that
this topic was more popular 5–6 years ago.

Figure 6. High-frequency keywords trend.

On the other hand, some keywords with lighter circles, such as occupant behaviour
and built environment, have been used more by scholars in recent years. With the ad-
vancement of smartphones and wireless systems, researchers developed occupant voting
systems to collect continuous and real-time feedback on occupant’s behaviour and percep-
tion [43]. Collecting and analysing occupants’ behaviour and response during building
use is essential for understanding how to increase occupants’ satisfaction and improve
buildings’ energy efficiency [44,45].

3.3. Prominent Journals

The IEQMI field mainly fits the scope of building- and energy-related journals. In
total, 166 publication sources (journals and conferences) were detected and classified by
VOSviewer in the IEQMI field.

Some journals were more popular than others in the past two decades. The top
10 sources have published nearly 53% of all the papers in this field; the other 156 journals
are responsible for less than 47%. Figure 7 shows the consecutive progress of the highest
10 publication sources. It is observed that some journals have had a stable and continuous
number of publications. While Building and Environment and Energy and Buildings published
a significant portion of the papers in this field, other journals such as Sustainability and
Journal of Building Engineering had notable recent growth.

Significant correlations were discovered between the ‘number of publications’, ‘total
citation’, ‘links’ and ‘total link strength’. Therefore, each factor could be helpful for the com-
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parative measurement of different journals’ contributions and productivity (see Table 1).
Calculating the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between the ‘number of publications’
and ‘total citation’ resulted in a strong positive correlation (r = 0.97, p < 0.001) among men-
tioned indices. There is a significant correlation between the total ‘number of publications’
and ‘total link strength’ (r = 0.96, p < 0.001). Yet, there is no significant correlation between
‘average citations’ and the ‘number of publications’ (r = 0.406, p = 0.068). A significant
correlation between ‘total link strength’ and ‘total citations’ (r = 0.90, p < 0.001) is reported;
however, no significant correlation was found between ‘average citation’ and other indices.

Figure 7. Consecutive progress of published papers in primary sources.

Table 1. Journals published the most in the IEQMI field.

Journal No. of Publications Total Citation Average Citation Links Total Link Strength

Building and Environment 110 3236 36 19 348
Energy and Buildings 59 1650 33 12 117

Sustainability 25 114 5 15 88
Journal of Building Engineering 20 77 6 8 30

Energy Procedia 15 756 69 18 84
Building Research and Information 12 134 13 8 28

Energies 11 53 5 10 62
Building Simulation 10 181 18 8 15

Buildings 10 38 5 9 32
Journal of Cleaner Production 9 88 11 7 13

Energy 8 174 25 8 10
Sustainable Cities and Society 8 141 18 7 22

Indoor Air 7 122 15 10 21
Journal of Building Physics 7 69 10 11 44

Applied Energy 4 76 19 4 10
Energy Policy 4 32 8 3 6

Applied Science 4 29 7 6 19
International Journal of Ventilation 4 23 15 5 15

Science and Technology for the
Built Environment 4 22 6 5 10

Intelligent Building International 4 18 5 6 19
Energy Research and Social

Science 4 19 5 3 4
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Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between various sources in this field. Only jour-
nals with at least four publications were selected to eliminate less involved journal and
conference papers. The VOSviewer resulted in 21 publication sources, as demonstrated in
Figure 8. It is clear that the sources that have extensively contributed to the IEQMI research
topic include Building and Environment (110 papers), Energy and Buildings (59 papers), Sus-
tainability (25 papers), and Journal of Building Engineering (20 papers). Figure 8 illustrates
the following patterns and trends.

(1) Node and font size represent the keyword frequency occurrence; therefore, larger font
or node specifies a more significant number of the published document in a specific journal.

(2) More node connections mean a greater significance to the publication. Considering
a connection as a citation between two different journals, it is understandable that nodes
with more connections are considerably important.

(3) The node location in visualisation is precisely selected by the occurrence frequency,
the number of citations, and the connections with the rest of the nodes. Therefore, the
journals located in the centre of the network have fundamental importance to the network.

(4) Clusters with different colours and connections illustrate the closeness among
journals considering mutual citations.

Moreover, the active journals in the IEQMI research area can be categorised into four
general clusters, as illustrated in Figure 8.

The primary publication sources in the energy in buildings cluster are Building and
Environment, Energy and Buildings, and Buildings. It includes the most significant number
of journals. The distance between nodes is relatively short, implying the journals’ unified
research subject or field. A more detailed investigation of the mentioned cluster reveals
that the majority of the published papers studied the relationship between IEQ, energy
consumption, and the building environment. The journals, including Indoor Air, Science
and Technology for The Built Environment, and Building Research and Information, form the
cluster of building technologies. A significant portion of the published papers in this
cluster focus on the technologies used to improve the indoor environment in buildings.
The cluster of sustainability and architecture includes journals such as Sustainability, Journal
of Building Physics, and Energy Research and Social Science. The main subjects explored in
this cluster were the effect of novel architecture designs and materials in the building
sustainability field.

The building environment and policy cluster covers journals such as Energy Policy and
International Journal of Ventilation. These journals concentrate more on policies established
or needed regarding the indoor environment. It is noteworthy to mention that there are
some partial overlaps between the two clusters. For example, the relationship between
the two journals in energy in building cluster (Building and Environment and Energy and
Buildings) and the Sustainability journal in sustainability and architecture cluster is strong,
mainly due to the journals’ multidisciplinary scope.

3.4. Prominent Publications

Most cited papers (with a minimum of 100 citations) in IEQMI are presented in Table 2.
The key parameters in this table are total citations and annual average citations. Links
between two papers cited by the same document are demonstrated in Table 2. Mui and
Wong have contributed notably to the IEQMI field (2 out of 10 most cited papers). The
other scholar with 2 out of 10 highly cited papers was S. Schiavon from the University of
California, Berkeley.

As presented in Table 2, the paper with the highest number of citations is ‘Quantitative
relationships between occupant satisfaction and satisfaction aspects of indoor environmen-
tal quality and building design’ authored by M. Frontczak, S. Schiavon, J. Goins, E. Arens,
H. Zhang, and P. Wargocki, with 238 citations and the highest annual citations of 23.8 [46].
Analysing 52,980 survey responses from 351 offices, Frontczak et al. [46] examined the
impact of subjectively evaluated building features and IEQ factors on satisfaction of office
buildings occupants. They found that noise level, the amount of space, and visual privacy
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are the most critical parameters and suggested that building designers and architects focus
on the mentioned parameters to improve overall workspace satisfaction.

Figure 8. Leading journals network visualisation and their clusters in IEQMI research.

The second most-cited paper was ‘Occupant productivity and office indoor environ-
ment quality: A review of the literature’, published in Building and Environment in 2016, with
180 citations and the highest annual citations of 30 [10]. By reviewing over 300 published
papers and books, this research paper identified eight critical factors influencing the IEQ,
occupant productivity, and comfort in green office buildings. A wide range of literature
indicated a significant correlation between identified factors and occupant productivity.
There are some correlations and interactions among specified IEQ parameters. Figure 9
illustrates the heat map of prominent publications in the IEQMI field based on citation
weights. The colours in a heat map range between red and blue. The more citations a paper
has, the colour surrounding it will be closer to red. In contrast, the fewer the citations,
the closer it is to blue. Those papers which are strongly related and have been cited by
similar papers are close to each other, whereas those weakly related are located at a distance.
It can be inferred from Figure 9 that many papers that cited Wong et al. [38] also cited
Lai et al. [47] and Huang et al. [48]. A rough conclusion could be that the cooperation of
organisations in the Eastern Asian region was much stronger compared with that in Europe
(Frontczak et al. [46]) and the Middle East (Al Horr et al. [10]).

Table 2. Highly cited papers in the field of IEQMI.

Article Title Year Citations Average per
Year Citations Links

Frontczak et al. [46]
Quantitative relationships between occupant
satisfaction and satisfaction aspects of indoor
environmental quality and building design

2012 238 23.8 8

Al Horr et al. [10] Occupant productivity and office indoor
environment quality: A review of the literature 2016 180 30 3
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Table 2. Cont.

Article Title Year Citations Average per
Year Citations Links

Paul and Taylor [49]
A comparison of occupant comfort and

satisfaction between a green building and a
conventional building

2008 175 12.5 3

Wong et al. [38] A multivariate-logistic model for acceptance of
indoor environmental quality (IEQ) in offices 2008 149 10.64 6

Lai et al. [47] An evaluation model for indoor environmental
quality (IEQ) acceptance in residential buildings 2009 132 10.15 7

Kim and de Dear [39] Non-linear relationships between individual IEQ
factors and overall workspace satisfaction 2012 127 12.7 6

Huang et al. [48]
A study on the effects of thermal, luminous and
acoustic environments on indoor environmental

comfort in offices
2012 119 11.9 2

Kolokotsa et al. [50]
Predictive control techniques for energy and
indoor environmental quality management

in buildings
2009 112 8.62 1

Seppanen and Fisk [51]
Some quantitative relations between indoor

environmental quality and work performance
or health

2006 107 6.69 2

Heinzerling et al. [14]
Indoor environmental quality assessment models:
A literature review and a proposed weighting and

classification scheme
2013 106 11.78 5

Figure 9. Prominent publications in the IEQMI field.

3.5. Active Countries in IEQMI Research

Although researchers in the field of IEQMI come from different countries around the
world, research intensity varies by regions. Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of active
countries and territories for IEQMI research by investigating published papers worldwide.
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Figure 10. Network visualisation of main countries conducting research in the IEQMI field.

Thirty-one per cent of all countries (60 out of 193) have engaged with IEQMI research.
Figure 10 shows that the United States (US) and China are the two most active countries in
this field. Researchers from the US and China contributed 108 and 77 papers, respectively.
Combined, their involvement accounts for 40.57% of total publications in this field. The US
scientists’ involvement in IEQMI studies (e.g., [14,52–55]) was somewhat expected, given
the considerable efforts of the US Government to improve the indoor environment for
occupants by establishing the LEED certificate [56].

Additionally, 220 papers were published in Europe. They also contributed to some
multinational projects (e.g., the ALDREN project [57]) in which the case study buildings
were in various countries). Another interesting fact is that while many research papers
have been published in the US, the recent development of IEQMI occurred in countries
such as Poland, Brazil, and Portugal.

3.6. Prominent Institutions in IEQMI Research

Table 3 demonstrates 12 institutions publishing most in the IEQMI studies. Among
them, Hong Kong Polytechnic University had the highest rank with 25 relevant studies.
On the other hand, the University of California Berkeley received the highest citations
(1173 cites) from 13 papers. Berkeley’s Center for Built Environment has the most com-
prehensive database of post-occupancy evaluation surveys, making it a perfect source for
statistical analysis [58–60].

Additionally, 14 publications from the Technical University of Denmark (e.g., [57,61,62]),
13 papers from Delft University of Technology (e.g., [63,64]), 12 documents from Polytechnic
of Turin (e.g., [65,66]), 12 papers from Yonsei University (e.g., [67,68]), 10 documents from
Tsinghua University (e.g., [3,69]), and 8 publications from University of Malaya (e.g., [70])
were published in IEQMI scope.

The University of Sydney (e.g., [39,58,71]), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(e.g., [51,72]), University Paris-Est (e.g., [57,73]), Instytut Techniki Budowlanej (e.g., [74,75]),
and University Technology of Malaysia (e.g., [76]) owned seven publications in the field
of IEQMI. The analysis proves that most universities and institutes publishing IEQMI
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studies are from China, the US, and Europe. This fact is closely related to the concerns of
these countries to provide a better indoor environment, improve performance, and reduce
energy consumption. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the US has the greatest impact on IEQ
studies, and Table 3 confirms that with the highest citations. On the other hand, countries
such as Malaysia and Australia started their research in the last decade, and their progress
is significant.

The contribution of the Technical University of Denmark has increased after con-
ducting joint projects with other universities around Europe. ALDREN was one of the
critical projects aiming to resolve market barriers and encourage deep building renovation
focusing on office and hotel buildings. Its main goal was to describe IEQ as a part of energy
performance [57].

Table 3. Institutions that published the most on the IEQMI topic.

No. Author Affiliation Documents Citation Country

1 The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 25 785 China
2 Technical University of Denmark 14 525 Denmark
3 University of California Berkeley 13 1173 USA
3 Delft University of Technology 13 248 The Netherlands
5 Polytechnic of Turin 12 210 Italy
5 Yonsei University 12 145 South Korea
6 Tsinghua University 10 438 China
7 University of Malaya 8 81 Malaysia
8 University of Sydney 7 290 Australia
8 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 7 222 USA
8 University Paris-Est 7 188 France
8 Instytut Techniki Budowlanej 7 79 Poland
8 University Technology of Malaysia 7 38 Malaysia

Note: Only major affiliations having more than seven publications are listed.

3.7. Analysis of Author Involvement

In this section, a detailed study of the retrieved papers demonstrates valuable infor-
mation to understand the most influential authors in the IEQMI field.

3.7.1. Productive Authors Analysis

The author’s number of publications can illustrate the efforts devoted to exploring
innovative concepts in a specific topic. The most active authors were identified by analysing
the scholars who published the 456 IEQMI papers. The minimum publication of an author
was set at four for this analysis. Overall, 17 authors met the criteria. The author with the
highest number of publications was K. W. Mui, with 11 IEQMI papers; followed by I. T.
Wong and T. Hong, with 10 papers; and M. Piasecki and Jimin Kim, with 9 papers.

As illustrated in Figure 11, all 17 authors could be categorised into four clusters named
by their colour. Cluster blue includes the highest number of citations, and cluster red has
the most authors publishing together. On the other hand, clusters yellow and green contain
the most recent contributions in the field of IEQMI. Building occupants’ behaviour in an
indoor environment (e.g., window-opening, setting temperature) was primarily evaluated
in cluster green. On the other hand, practical implementation of the IEQ models and
indicators in green buildings were discussed in cluster yellow. In contrast with Figure 8,
there is no overlap between clusters in Figure 11, demonstrating the distinction between
IEQMI research teams.

3.7.2. Contribution Analysis

We follow Howard et al.’s method to quantitatively compare and analyse the contri-
butions of authors in IEQMI research [77]. The mentioned technique has been previously
used to evaluate author contribution in different fields (e.g., [78,79]). The score calculation
was conducted using Equation (1).
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S =
1.5n−i

∑n
i=1 1.5n−i (1)

S in Equation (1) represents each author’s contribution score in a publication. More-
over, n and i signify the number of authors and their order, respectively. The total score
of a single publication is considered one unit in Equation (1). For instance, if six authors
contributed to a paper, then the contribution score of the first author is 0.37, the second one
is 0.25, the third author is 0.16, the fourth is 0.10, the fifth is 0.07, and the last is 0.05. Table 4
shows the most possible and common author contribution score.

Figure 11. Highly productive authors and clusters.

Table 4. Contribution score for a multi-author paper.

Total Number of Authors
Order of a Specific Scholar

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

1 1.00
2 0.60 0.40
3 0.47 0.32 0.21
4 0.42 0.28 0.18 0.12
5 0.38 0.26 0.17 0.11 0.08
6 0.37 0.25 0.16 0.10 0.07 0.05
7 0.35 0.24 0.16 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.03

The twenty-one most productive and highly cited authors are presented in Table 5.
Each scholar has published at least four papers in the IEQMI scope and has been cited
more than 20 times by other researchers. The presented analysis calculated four main
quantifiers (published papers, number of citations, contribution score, and average citations)
to demonstrate the performance of these academics.

While the criteria of ‘published papers’ and ‘contribution score’ have a close correlation,
the ‘total citation’ and ‘average citation’ do not have a meaningful relationship with the
number of ‘published papers’. Correlation analysis demonstrates that the ‘published
papers’ significantly correlate with the ‘contribution score’ (r = 0.7, p < 0.001). Therefore,
the ‘contribution score’ of an author to the IEQMI field has a linear relation with the ‘total
number of publications’. Nevertheless, no significant correlation is identified between
‘total publication’ and ‘total citation’ (r = 0.41, p = 0.063) or between ‘total publication’ and
‘average citation’ (r = 0.12, p = 0.878).

Mui and Wong were two leading scholars in the IEQMI field. They both received the
highest number of citations. Among all the scholars, Y. Zhu has the highest average citation
(73.6), indicating that she was influential in the IEQMI research topic. Other authors with
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considerable contributions to the IEQMI field include M. Piasecki, Jimin Kim, P. Bluyssen,
V. Fabi, R. de Dear, and Jungsoo Kim since they have received a contribution score of more
than 2.

Table 5. Productive and highly cited scholars.

Scholars Published
Papers

Contribution
Score

Total
Citations

Average
Citation Affiliation

K. W. Mui 11 4.26 501 45.5 The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
L. T. Wong 10 3.43 488 48.8 The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

T. Hong 10 3.05 117 11.7 Yonsei University
M. Piasecki 9 4.02 96 10.7 Instytut Techniki Budowlanej
Jimin Kim 9 3.26 104 11.6 Yonsei University
P. Bluyssen 7 3.05 138 19.7 Delft University of Technology

V. Fabi 7 2.75 169 24.1 Polytechnic of Turin
S. Schiavon 7 1.84 448 64.0 University of California Berkeley
R. de Dear 5 2.26 252 50.4 University of Sydney

K. Ito 5 1.8 37 7.4 Kyushu University
S. N. Kamaruzzaman 5 1.13 72 14.4 University of Malaya

Y. Zhu 5 0.89 368 73.6 Tsinghua University
A. L. Pisello 5 0.73 28 5.6 University of Perugia

S. Habibi 4 4 92 23.0 University of Ferrara
Jungsoo Kim 4 2.75 236 59.0 University of Sydney
S P. Corgnati 4 1.88 51 12.8 Polytechnic of Turin

K. B. Kostyrko 4 1.8 43 10.8 Instytut Techniki Budowlanej
F. Favoino 4 1.41 143 35.8 University of Cambridge

M. Overend 4 0.86 152 38.0 University of Cambridge
B. Cao 4 0.81 214 53.5 Tsinghua University
M. Lee 4 0.78 66 16.5 Yonsei University

3.8. Keyword Changes Analysis

In the next step, the overall trend of keywords in IEQMI publications is examined in
three time periods (2004–2009, 2010–2015, and 2016–2021), as demonstrated in Figure 4. An
overlay graph is beneficial in understanding changes happening to the keywords during
each study period and identifying the number of mutual keywords between consecutive
time steps.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the numbers printed inside the circles denote the
keywords included in the subject during the study period. The number over the horizontal
arrow represents the mutual keywords between the two periods. The stability index is
presented by numbers inside the parentheses. Moreover, the exit arrow illustrates the
number of keywords existing in the first period that were not present in the next one. The
entry arrow shows the quantity of new occurring keywords that are purely present in the
later period.

From 2004 to 2009, few papers were published in the IEQMI field (3.3 papers per year).
The number of papers accelerated in the second stage, 2010–2015, in which 16.8 papers
were published annually. The third stage demonstrated the greatest number of publications,
and 369 papers were published by international researchers between 2016 and 2021. As
illustrated in Figure 12, the quantity of keywords has increased almost four times between
the first and last periods denoting that the field of IEQMI has undergone a considerable
development by including new areas.

Additionally, the number of sustained keywords during the study periods has notably
risen from 34 to 93, representing that the IEQMI topic has gained some stability in used
keywords. Moreover, the rise in the stability index indicates that the IEQMI has achieved
more maturity in the last stage. The quantity of disappeared keywords from the IEQMI
topic is low, meaning that most IEQMI research topics have been inherited by later research
stages. Alternatively, the number of new keywords inserted into the IEQMI research topic
was high in each period, indicating the continuous evolution of the field.
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Figure 12. Overlay graph.

The evolutionary map (see Figure 13) shows that the IEQMI field is multi-layered
and is categorised by an impulsive evolutionary process. Only keywords with more than
six repetitions have been included in a thematic evolution map. This map illustrates that
the IEQMI field has continued to expand from the first to the last period. Each node
size represented the number of documents within the relevant theme. Clearly, ‘IEQ’ had
been repeated the most in the published papers. As shown in Figure 13, some keywords
appeared in the second stage. For example, ‘occupant satisfaction’ and ‘building infor-
mation modelling’ appeared between 2010 and 2015 without a direct relationship with
‘IEQ’ publications in the previous period. Larsen et al. [80] designed a tool to evaluate the
holistic IEQ performance using 16 parameters without considering occupants. The ‘impact’
focused on the inter-relationships between IEQ factors and/or the effects of IEQ factors on
building occupants, and researchers have been studying this area since 2010 [81–83].

Figure 13. Thematic evolution map of IEQMI field.
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Another noteworthy new keyword after 2016 is ‘occupant behaviour’, which indicates
the increasing research interest in the effect of occupants’ behaviours on IEQ [84–86]. For
example, topics such as the impact of occupant behaviour on ventilation [87], window-
opening [88], and lights [84] were evaluated in the last studied period. Moreover, in this
period, ‘energy’ was derived from the ‘building information modelling’ theme, and many
scholars have conducted more holistic investigations of building energy use [4,89–91].

Due to the high instability of the IEQMI field, it is predictable that the mentioned
research topic will continually develop in the future.

4. Discussion

The keywords included in the title and abstract of each publication reflect the main
contents of the research article. Holistic analysis of the keywords can reveal the IEQMI
field’s research trends. The keyword analysis in Section 3.2 has identified four main
research themes in the IEQMI field. These categories are: (a) thermal comfort and energy
efficiency, (b) occupant perception and satisfaction, (c) IAQ and health issues, (d) methods
and procedures. In this section, we will further discuss the scope and representative
research articles in these four research themes.

4.1. Thermal Comfort and Energy Efficiency

Many studies tried to investigate and uncover the relationships between various
indoor thermal environments, occupants’ thermal comfort, and building energy efficiency.
Earlier thermal comfort studies in office buildings mostly adopted the PMV-PPD model
for comfort evaluation. After the inclusion of the adaptive thermal comfort model in
the ASHRAE 55 [92], comfort studies based on the adaptive model have significantly
increased [93].

According to Carlucci et al. [94], the applicability of the adaptive thermal com-
fort model in hybrid buildings with mixed-mode ventilation is still under discussion.
Kim et al. [95] investigated the impact of different operation modes (natural ventilation
and mixed-mode ventilation) on indoor thermal environment and occupants’ comfort. The
outcomes demonstrated that the ventilation mode significantly influenced occupants’ ther-
mal comfort. The mixed-mode building’s occupants showed more tolerance for the indoor
thermal conditions during natural ventilation mode compared to the air-conditioning mode.
It was stated that ‘Participants more actively thermoregulated their clothing insulation than pre-
dicted by the ASHRAE Standard 55′s dynamic clothing model’. The finding of this research
supports the adoption of the adaptive thermal comfort model in mixed-mode buildings.

Energy efficiency and sustainable design have been popular research topics for many
years. The green building initiative (design, material, standards, etc.) is one of the research
clusters in this research theme. Green buildings’ energy efficiency and indoor environment
have been widely examined in many countries [65,96,97]. Chokor et al. [98] evaluated
LEED-certified buildings by collecting electricity data for cooling and heating with IEQ
satisfaction (furniture, thermal comfort, space, layout, water efficiency, acoustic quality,
IAQ, cleanliness, lighting level, and facility maintenance). The results demonstrated that
LEED-certified buildings had less energy consumption than their conventional counterparts
in the region and provided more occupant satisfaction than their US counterparts.

4.2. Occupant Perception and Satisfaction

Numerous studies have examined how indoor environmental quality factors affect
people’s perception and satisfaction. There is substantial research on the effects of different
environmental factors on humans, including IAQ [19], visual [25], thermal [16,17], and
acoustic comfort [27,99].

Occupant perceptions are a function of different physiological parameters that change
with the ambient environment. Sun et al. [100] conducted human subject experiments
in a controlled climate chamber. They measured human perception, heart rate, diastolic
blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, and skin temperatures at the forehead and wrist in
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different combinations of illuminance, sound level, and temperature to find the relationship
between physiological parameters and environmental factors. The outcomes demonstrated
that physiological parameters correlated with occupants’ comfort votes.

To determine the combined acoustic, thermal, and illumination effects on human
perception and performance, Wu et al. [101] collected and reviewed literature published
between 2000 and 2020. By comparing the relationships between different IEQ factors and
occupants’ perception, it was revealed that human perception of a particular IEQ factor
may be affected by other IEQ factors, e.g., thermal comfort may be affected by the sound
level [101].

4.3. IAQ and Health Issues

This category includes topics related to the IAQ and health symptoms resulting
from indoor pollutants and lack of proper ventilation in buildings. Researchers tried to
improve the IEQ by enhancing IAQ and finding the relationship between air pollutants
and occupants’ acceptance of indoor air quality.

While different IEQ assessment methods have been introduced, these IEQ indexes
did not incorporate the health impacts exerted by the indoor environment. Eye dry-
ness [102,103], lethargy [2,104], dry throat [105–107], headache [108,109], nausea [110,111],
skin dryness [112,113], blocked nose [107,114,115], and chest tightness [106,116] were com-
mon symptoms caused by insufficient ventilation and poor air quality. Some health symp-
toms are not related to a specific indoor environment parameter. For example, symptoms
such as headache and lethargy may result from many indoor environmental quality factors,
and there can be interactions between these factors [105]. Consequently, it is difficult to
determine which IEQ factor has a dominating effect in causing a specific health symptom.

An IEQ model developed based on Weber/Fechner’s law and the predicted mean
vote (PMV) was validated by a survey conducted in 91 office buildings in Guangzhou,
China [105]. PM10 was found to be the parameter having the most significant impact on
causing skin dryness, nausea, and headache symptoms. An adverse thermal environment
was significantly associated with chest tightness, dry throat, and eye dryness. High CO2
concentration was correlated with chest tightness and dry throat as well. On the other
hand, HCHO had the most significant impact on eye dryness. Moreover, noise could have
a negligible effect on chest tightness and dry throat, but a considerable impact on skin
dryness, nausea, and headache [105].

Stress level is another potential health issue associated with an unfavourable indoor
environment. According to Rawati et al. [117], the occupant’s stress level will be lowered
when they have connection with nature. Personality archetypes can potentially signifi-
cantly mediate their stress levels and indoor environment acceptance. Individuals with
extroverted personality are more prone to be stressed by inadequate IEQ. Moreover, they
are more sensitive to environmental parameters under stressful situations than introverted
individuals [118].

4.4. Methods and Procedures

This research theme focuses on establishing summative IEQ indexes or models to
benchmark and evaluate buildings’ overall IEQ performance. An IEQ model can be
developed using either objective measurements of IEQ parameter values and/or subjective
surveys of occupants’ perception of and satisfaction with IEQ. Statistics, complicated
calculation procedures, and extensive data collection are usually adopted when developing
an objective IEQ model. By comparison, a subjective IEQ model mostly relies on building
experts’ or occupants’ input via questionnaires/interviews to determine criteria weights of
different IEQ factors.

Linear regression is the most widely used weighting technique. IEQ weighting studies
were first carried out by Mui and Chen using linear regression [37]. Using CO2 concentra-
tion, sound pressure level, and operative temperature, the developed model calculated the
IEQ dissatisfaction ratio.
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In 2008 and 2009, Cao et al. monitored the indoor environment in public buildings
in Shanghai and Beijing [40]. They measured different IEQ factors (e.g., mean radiant
temperature, air speed, relative humidity, indoor temperature, sound pressure levels,
illumination, and CO2 concentration). Moreover, they collected occupants’ satisfaction
responses with each IEQ factor. Using the least-squares method, Cao et al. [40] determined
the relationship between individual IEQ factor and occupant satisfaction. Then, occupants’
overall satisfaction and satisfaction with individual IEQ factor were determined using
multivariate linear regression.

Ncube and Riffat [119] presented an IEQ evaluation model for mechanically ventilated
buildings in the United Kingdom. They adopted surveys and measurements for developing
the IEQ model. The authors emphasised that the model correctly predicted the overall
occupants’ satisfaction (R2 = 0.94) (Table 6).

Table 6. IEQ models and indexes in literature.

Study Method R2 IEQ Prediction Model

[37] Linear regression - IEQ = 0.28 × AC + 0.09 × IAQ + 0.42 × TC

[40] Linear regression 0.46 IEQ = 0.224 × AC + 0.118 × IAQ + 0.316 × TC + 0.171 × VC +0.075

[14] Linear regression - IEQ = 0.39 × AC + 0.2 × IAQ + 0.12 × TC + 0.29 × VC

[119] Linear regression 0.94 IEQ = 0.18 × AC + 0.36 × IAQ + 0.3 × TC + 0.16 × VC

[42]

Linear regression 0.911 IEQ = 0.529 × AC − 0.136 × IAQ + 0.463 × TC + 0.423 × VC − 2.384
Linear regression 0.908 IEQ = 0.525 × AC + 0.438 × TC + 0.401 × VC − 3.106

Arithmetic mean model 0.893 IEQ = −3.282 + 1.381× (TC + VC + AC)/3
Geometric mean model - IEQ = −2.656 + 1.306× 3

√
TC×VC×AC

[120] Linear regression 0.89 IEQ = 0.063 × TC + 0.126 × VC + 0.736 × space

[39] Linear regression 0.63 IEQ = 0.15 × AC + 0.07 × IAQ + 0.20 × VC + 0.27 × space +0.12 × cleanliness and
maintenance + 0.07 × colours and texture + 0.12 × Furnishing

[121] Linear regression - IEQ = +0.49 × CO2 + 0.12 × Temperature + 0.19 × PM2.5 + 0.12 × air movement +
0.11 × Humidity

[38] Logistic regression - IEQ = 1− 1/(1 + exp(−15.0 + 6.09× TC + 4.88× IAQ + 3.7×VC + 4.74×AC))

AC: acoustic comfort, TC: thermal comfort, VC: visual comfort.

Heinzerling et al. [14] evaluated IEQ models developed for office buildings and sug-
gested new assessment classes and weighting schemes for IEQ factors based on 52,980 occu-
pant satisfaction survey results. Xu et al. [120] investigated the effects of available building
space, visual comfort, and thermal comfort on overall indoor satisfaction, reporting that occu-
pants’ satisfaction with the space had a significant impact on occupants’ overall satisfaction.

Many previous studies used non-linear regression analysis. The most common meth-
ods include arithmetic mean, geometric mean, and logistic regression (Table 6). In an
empirical study conducted on 293 office occupants, Wong et al. [38] proposed an empirical
model for estimating the overall IEQ acceptance (Table 6) by a logistic regression including
four IEQ factors (IAQ, acoustic comfort, visual comfort, and thermal comfort). Using the
IEQ model, Wong et al. [38] benchmarked air-conditioned offices in Hong Kong according
to the predicted overall IEQ acceptance. Tang et al. [42] also established a non-linear IEQ
model (Table 6). A 14% reduction in residual standard error proved that the geometric
mean model could predict more accurately than the linear regression one.

5. Conclusions

The scientometric analysis carried out in this study evaluated the publication trend,
influential countries, institutions, research outlets, publications, and researchers, along
with the main research topics and their evolution in the IEQMI field.

There has been a steady increase in the number of IEQMI publications in the past two
decades, with the number of publications after 2019 accounting for more than half of all
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publications in this field. This indicates that IEQ issues have been gaining more attention
in recent years.

In total, 60 out of 193 countries and territories in the world have been engaged in
IEQMI research. The USA (108) and China (77) have made the largest contributions to this
field, judged by the number of published papers. Influential institutions include Hong
Kong Polytechnic University, Technical University of Denmark, the University of California
Berkeley, and so on. Building and Environment and Energy and Buildings are the top two
research outlets in this field.

There are four core research themes in the IEQMI field: energy efficiency, occupant
perception, IAQ and health issues, as well as methods and procedures. The high-frequency
keywords (see Figure 5) demonstrate that while the most frequent and important keywords
in the IEQMI topic were ‘IEQ’, ‘thermal comfort’, and ‘productivity’, the interest of scholars
has been recently altered to ‘energy consumption’, ‘efficiency optimisation’ and ‘sustainable
retrofitting’ (Figure 6). The number of keywords has been continually rising in the three
research stages. Most IEQMI research topics have been inherited by later research stages.
New research topics emerged in stages 2 and 3, indicating a continuous evolution of
the field.

This scientometric literature review may provide a reference for more investigations
of deeper modelling and prediction among the multiple IEQ factors and overall occu-
pants’ comfort.

This study has been a scientometric review of past published papers in the IEQMI field,
and further studies providing a more critical review of the methods used for developing
IEQ models are needed.
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